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Welcome to the summer edition of
Construct.Law.

This summer our Construction & Infrastructure Sector is delighted to be continuing
its association with the Financial Times’ Future of Construction conference as their
legal partner. The conference takes place on 16th May, and this edition of
Construct .Law has a number of articles examining emerging technologies in our
sector – including blockchain, robotics and 3D printing - and the likely legal
repercussions of their adoption within it.
We have also written about the collapse of Carillion, in particular the implications for
the private sector. Carillion and Grenfell have together ensured that construction
related news stories have featured more regularly in the national press than perhaps
our sector is used to. Just as with news, case law never stands still. This edition also
includes three articles reviewing recent Technology and Construction Court cases.
The topics covered include payment, limitation and insurance – all key issues for
construction lawyers and their clients.

Construct .Law is focused on the UK construction sector, whilst its sister publication
Infra .Law focuses on the domestic and international infrastructure sector. Please do
get in touch to suggest future topics for either bi-annual publication.
David Savage
Partner, Editor
T: +44 (0)1483 252 614
david.savage@crsblaw.com

charlesrussellspeechlys.com
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A whole new kind of
building blocks
There has been considerable debate
about how blockchain technologies could
revolutionise the financial services
industry, but it could also have a significant
impact on UK construction.

What is blockchain?
Blockchain is best known as the
technology behind bitcoin. However, the
technology is capable of numerous other
uses than simply facilitating digital
currencies. In simple terms, a blockchain is
a continuously growing list of records
(known as “blocks
blocks””) that are secured
together using strong cryptography. Each
individual “block
block”” contains a link to a
previous block, a timestamp and other
transaction
transaction--related data.
Blockchains are, by design, extremely
secure and highly resistant to any
modification of the data they contain. The
key thing is that they are managed by
peer
peer--to
to--peer networks, and any attempt
to retrospectively alter data in any one
block requires changes to be made to all
the subsequently generated blocks –
something that would require collusion of
the majority of the network – and is thus
almost impossible to achieve. As such,
blockchain technology can be used to
create open, distributed ledgers recording
transactions between parties in a highly
efficient, auditable and permanent way.
Blockchain technology can therefore help
enable trust in environments where it
might otherwise be lacking. This explains
why blockchain technology is sometimes
used in highly controversial circumstances
(such as payment for drugs or weapons on
the “dark
dark”” web).
But that use should not put us off the
more positive roles such technology could
play in other areas, including in the
construction sector.

How might blockchain technology
be used in the construction sector?
"It is not hard to see potential uses for an
undisputed record of actions and facts,
captured in real time, not capable of
revisionist/subjective reinterpretation."
UK construction is a highly regulated and
data generating environment, with
numerous compliance verification steps to
be recorded across multiple data paths.
Payment records, regulatory certifications,
delay and disruption events, and
programme critical path impacts
immediately spring to mind. In that
context, it is hard to imagine a future for
our sector which does not involve
embracing blockchain technology and
processes once they are adapted to the
data needs of our sector.
The potential for tie
tie--in with BIM
technologies is also clear. Blockchain could
be used to verify who added which
components to a model, when, and at
what level of authority and sign
sign--off.

Beyond recording value exchange, and
certifying proof of existence of different
types of data, other commentators have
written of the potential for blockchain
technology to enable the administration of
“smart contracts
contracts”” and the creation of
decentralised autonomous organisations
(DAOs) – created by combining smart
contracts. A smart contract is simply a
computer protocol intended to facilitate,
verify and enforce performance of a
contract. In short, it is about contract law
and related business practices being
facilitated through the design of electronic
commerce protocols.
The logical extension to this type of
contracting is a DAO. For example, imagine
a large new commercial office building,
brimming with sensors collecting data on
its occupancy and use. The building is
occupied by many tenants. Could a DAO,
representing those occupying the
building, autonomously manage much of
what is currently thought of as the
building
building’’s facilities management – and
potentially much more beyond, to include
collection of rent, service charges,
insurance contributions?
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Who is looking into all this in the UK
construction context?
As ever, the question is “what and when?
when?””
for the take up of blockchain technology in
the UK construction sector. There are a
number of initiatives in this area, with a
couple of the key ones being:
l

l

BuiltEnvironment (.be) has been
formed by a group of construction
professionals previously brought
together as the CIC BIM2050 Group,
as a network that promotes digital
adoption across the built environment
(see www.teaser.dotbuilte.org).
University College London, which has
established a Construction Blockchain
Consortium (see
www.constructionblockchain.org),
whose stated aim is to become “the
leading construction industries
knowledge transfer consortium
consortium”” and a
“vehicle for tracking and testing these
emerging technologies and building
proof
proof--of
of--concept systems.
systems.””

Conclusion
Blockchain technology therefore has the
potential to contribute seriously to how we
restructure design, procurement,
occupation and management of the built
environment. The verifiable decentralised
and permissionless manner in which data is
captured ought to support the adoption
and operation of a circular economy. As we
progress to an “internet of things
things””, we will
find ourselves increasingly needing a
“ledger of things
things”” – and it is hard to imagine
that role not being played by blockchain
technology at some point in that future.
This article was written by David Savage,
and first published in Building. For more
information please get in touch via
david.savage@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)1483 252 614.
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Robotics in
construction: the legal
issues
One of the recent technological advances
that is likely to have a significant effect on
the construction industry is the growing
use of automation and robotics.
This has already revolutionised
manufacturing. Companies can now
produce new cars, smart phones and
computers with a speed and efficiency not
possible with humans alone. Its impact on
the construction industry has not yet
been as great but this could be starting to
change.

Robotics and their use in
construction

Legal issues in the use of robotics
As is so often the case, the introduction of
new technology will bring new issues that
must be addressed:
"A fundamental concern for construction
participants is an appropriate allocation of
risk."
l

l

Robotics promises a chance to transform
the efficiency and quality of
developments:
l

l

l

Autonomous vehicles – There is
already significant focus on self
self--driving
freight and personnel transport, but
potential advantages go further.
Automated bulldozers, cranes and
other vehicles could facilitate
consistent and continually productive
work.
Robots on site powered by AI
and machine learning – This could
revolutionise a number of conventional
construction methods. For example,
there are already companies producing
robotic brick
brick--layers. In the future, such
robots could build structures in
extreme or inhospitable environments
and lower human involvement in
dangerous tasks on site.
Pre
Pre-- fabrication using robots –
This could allow buildings to be
manufactured in kit
kit--form in factory
conditions before being installed on
site.

l

l

l

l

Will robotics providers be able to obtain
insurance with the same coverage as
traditional contractors? This is
particularly relevant for new
technology and its potential to cause
damage. What exclusions could apply
to such insurance? For example, would
it cover damage caused by cyber risk?
A potential over
over--reliance on a small
number of providers. This could cause
problems if the provider became
insolvent during a project: who would
control the robot or manage the
difficulty of migrating to a new supplier;
what happens to the machine learning
of a robot that has been trained for
that site?
The importance of support by the
providers. What are their obligations to
maintain the robot? Is there an
obligation to keep its software up to
date on long projects to meet evolving
IT standards?
What is the extent of the provider
provider’’s
obligation to provide services to help
train the robot? Does the provider
simply provide the robot and the
relevant code, or is the provider obliged
to configure, implement and train the
robot to perform the required
functions?
Can specific KPIs be applied, e.g. the
number of bricks laid per hour or the
service levels for support for the robot,
such as response and resolution times
for breakdowns in the robot?

l

l

l

Who benefits from a robot
robot’’s learning
on a specific project? This is a very
open question. The robot providers
supply the robot and underlying
software but the clients provide the
data and time on site that allows it to
learn. The increased efficiency from
such learning could have a significant
value in future projects.
Are new health and safety policies
required to ensure a safe interaction
between humans and machines?
Robots typically respond to a range of
stimuli, including visual and audio cues.
This involves the use of microphones
and cameras. As with the public use of
any such technology, measures must
be taken to ensure any personal data
inadvertently (or intentionally)
collected is handled in accordance with
relevant data protection laws.
Robots may be programmed with or
collect confidential information such as
plans and designs for on
on--going
projects. Due consideration should be
given to the legal steps taken to
ensure confidentiality of such
information and the licences required
to use such information.

"Companies can now produce new cars,
smart phones and computers with a
speed and efficiency not possible with
humans alone. Its impact on the
construction industry has not yet been as
great but this could be starting to change."
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Conclusion
The development of robotics conjures
ideas of fully
fully--automated building sites.
However, it is much more likely that robots
will always work with humans. They could
take on the more dangerous tasks and
those requiring greater speed or strength,
so that humans can concentrate on
supervision and the more innovative jobs
on site.

This future may bring new risk profiles in
construction contracts and additional
contractual provisions to deal with matters
such as software, support and cyber risk.
However, the real question is how this
technology will develop and its impact on
site.

This article was written by James
Worthington, and first published in
Building. For more information please get
in touch via
james.worthington@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7427 1070.
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Legal responsibility
and 3D printing
For many of us the idea of 3D printing has
until recently only existed in science fiction
movies. However, the concept of 3D
printing was developed in the 1980s and is
now becoming increasingly common.

What is 3D printing?
3D printing (technically referred to as
additive manufacturing) is essentially a
computer controlled process which
successively layers a designated material
to create a 3 dimensional object. It can be
distinguished from the traditional
subtractive manufacturing process,
whereby the material is cut and
manipulated into the desired item.
3D printing is starting to become a reality
on site. For example, in 2014, Arup
produced 1,200 customised steel nodes
using 3D printing for the Grote Marktstraat
project in The Hague. In addition, in 2016, a
team from the Institute of Advanced
Architecture of Catalonia used micro
micro-reinforced concrete to construct a
pedestrian bridge for the first time using a
3D printer.

Benefits to the construction
industry
The construction industry has always
faced conflicts between cost and quality.
The ability to 3D print products should
therefore become increasingly attractive,
as it offers the opportunity to increase
quality at a lower cost. In particular, 3D
printing should allow more design
freedom, adaptability and accurate
construction of bespoke or complex
items, whilst reducing the need for
complex work to be carried out on site.

l

"The University of Southern California has
estimated that 3D printing will reduce the
cost of commercial construction by 25
25-30% in materials and 45
45--55% in labour."

Who is responsible if things go
wrong?
There are therefore potentially numerous
benefits to 3D printing. However, as with
all construction projects, a key issue will be
how the risks are allocated. Ultimately, it
will depend on what the contract says, who
carried out the design for the item and
who was responsible for manufacturing
the product.
If a defect arises in an element of work that
has been 3D printed, there could be a
number of possible causes:

Defective design of the item to be 3D
printed. For example, in the CAD
drawings inputted into the 3D printer.
The responsibility will depend on the
procurement route. If a contractor has
accepted design responsibility for that
element of work, then the liability will
fall to the contractor (even if the
design was originally carried out by the
employer
employer’’s professional team). As with
any design and build situation, the
contractor would have to ensure that it
had a right to recover against the
relevant consultant who undertook
the design for that element of work.
However, if the employer chooses a
traditional procurement route and the
design responsibility remains with the
professional team, the employer would
have to claim against the consultant
responsible for the design used for the
3D printing.
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l

l

l

A malfunction in the 3D printer. For
example, it did not produce the
relevant item to the size or strength
required. Depending on what had been
3D printed, this could lead to a
significant defect in the works,
particularly if the item concerned was
key to the structural stability of the
works. As a matter of legal principle,
the losses arising from such a defect
could potentially be recoverable from
the supplier of the 3D printer.
However, such a supplier is likely to
seek to limit its liability, for example to
the cost of replacing a defective 3D
printer. In such a situation, the liability
would remain with the relevant
contractor.
An error in the operation of the 3D
printer or a failure due to lack of
maintenance of the 3D printer. This is
likely to be the responsibility of the
relevant contractor in the same
manner as a workmanship defect
would be.
It will therefore be important to
consider whether insurance could be
procured for the use of such new
technology. Design defects could
potentially be covered by PI insurance.
However, there may be no insurance
available for operator error or the 3D
printer malfunctioning.

Another issue to consider is the risk of the
3D printer being hacked. However, it may
be that this risk can be covered by
appropriate insurance, as such cyber risk
insurance is becoming increasing available.
Conclusion
Whilst the potential range of 3D printed
structures is impressive, it will still require
expensive and complex equipment.
Therefore, it seems much more likely at
this stage that 3D printing will be used to
manufacture specialist components
rather than completely replace traditional
construction techniques.
As often happens, the responsibility for
any defects in such 3D printing will depend
on the terms of the relevant contracts and
insurance.
This article was written by Rebecca
Morjaria, and first published in Building. For
more information please get in touch via
rebecca.morjaria@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7438 2125.
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Collapse of Carillion –
implications for the
private sector

Termination of the main contract is likely to
trigger automatic termination under the
subcontracts; those subcontractors will
also be entitled to suspend work in the
event of non
non--payment.

Carillion was perhaps best known for its
public sector work. However, the
insolvency of the UK
UK’’s second
second--largest
construction company will inevitably have
significant implications for the private
sector.

If a viable alternative contractor can be
found, then Carillion
Carillion’’s rights and
obligations under the existing contract
could instead be ‘ novated
novated’’ (i.e.
transferred) to the new contractor with
the agreement of all parties.

The immediate concern is for the financial
stability of subcontractors, as the
consequences of the insolvency ripple
through Carillion
Carillion’’s supply chain. Affected
subcontractors might typically expect to
lose payment for as much as three or four
months
months’’ work in progress, which could be
catastrophic if they have a significant
commercial exposure to Carillion. While
some may be able to manage their losses,
others will inevitably face insolvency
themselves. The Association of British
Insurers has suggested that few
companies would have taken out trade
credit insurance.

Ownership of materials

Termination of contracts
Depending on how far works had
progressed prior to Carillion
Carillion’’s demise,
developers may be able to find a new main
contractor, or alternatively choose to
exercise any contractual rights to ‘ step
step--in
in’’
to individual subcontracts in order to
complete the outstanding works.
Retaining the subcontractors can be
mutually beneficial, as the developer
achieves continuity while the
subcontractors may recover some of their
debts.

Following insolvency, disputes will often
arise concerning ownership of materials on
site, as unpaid suppliers may be tempted
to "take the law into their own hands" and
attempt to recover their goods –
especially unfixed goods – from sites.
Some suppliers will attempt to enforce
retention of title clauses, which seek to
provide that the suppliers retain ownership
of materials until payment is made. Such
contract terms can be effective, at least
until the relevant materials are
incorporated into the building. However,
private sector clients have some
protection under section 25 of the Sale of
Goods Act 1979, which provides that a
purchaser acting in good faith without
notice of a retention of title clause may
acquire good title.

This is a particularly complex area, as there
are obvious “clashes of rights
rights”” here
between the client who paid Carillion for
such materials, and suppliers who were not
paid by Carillion and may have tried to
protect their position by retention of title
drafting in their own subcontracts.

Payment delays
It is notable that payment delays have
been identified as a possible causal factor
in the insolvency. In turn, it has been said
that Carillion routinely took 120 days to pay
its own subcontractors, despite being a
signatory to the prompt payment code.
The Government is currently considering
its response to a recent consultation on
the practice of cash retentions in the
construction industry, as this practice is
perceived as a barrier to investment,
productivity improvements and growth.
In the meantime, Carillion
Carillion’’s demise is
simply the latest and most high profile
example of the high insolvency rates that
continue to characterise the UK
construction market.
This article was written by Andrew Keeley.
For more information please get in touch
via andew.keeley@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)1483 252 581.

So if a client has already paid Carillion for
materials already delivered to site,
regardless as to whether they have been
incorporated into the building works or not,
they may well have strong title claims.

Nearly all construction contracts will permit
the developer to terminate the
contractor
contractor’’s employment with immediate
effect in the event of formal insolvency.
Any additional costs incurred in completing
the works using other contractors could
then be offset against sums which would
otherwise be due to Carillion.
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Smash, grab but then
return
It had been well understood that a party
who failed to issue a valid payment notice
or pay less notice was required to pay the
amount applied for and could only rectify
that situation in the next application or the
final account. The paying party could not
seek to recover any overpayment on the
basis of the “true
true”” valuation of that
application. That is until the recent
decision in Grove Developments v S&T.

Facts
Grove engaged S&T to design and build a
new hotel at Heathrow. A payment
dispute arose and an adjudicator decided
that Grove was required to pay S&T £14m
because its purported payless notice
(which stated that no sum was due) was
invalid.
Grove sought a number of declarations
from the Court, including that it was
entitled to challenge the “true
true”” value of
S&T
S&T’’s interim application via a further
adjudication.
In contrast to previous authorities, the
Court granted this declaration. Amongst
the reasons given by the Court was that:
l

l

The Court has an inherent power to
open up, review and revise any existing
certificates and, if the Court had the
power to do something, then so too
did an adjudicator.
There should be no distinction in
principle between interim and final
payments (where it has been
previously accepted that a further
adjudication could be launched on the
“true
true”” value).

Comment
The Construction Act was intended to
limit the risk of contractors and sub
sub-contractors having their cash flow
illegitimately cut off. However, ‘ smash and
grab
grab’’ adjudications have been criticised as
little more than taking advantage of a
procedural failure.
The Court
Court’’s view was its finding should not
prejudice contractors or sub
sub--contractors
as, in the absence of a valid payment or pay
less notice, they would remain entitled to
payment of the full amount for which they
applied. The Court sought to emphasise
that any further adjudications on the “true
true””
value would be dealt with in strict
sequence.
It will therefore be interesting to see how
the Court approaches a paying party who
refuses to comply with the first
adjudicator
adjudicator’’s decision without justification
but, by the time the enforcement
application comes before the Court, has
obtained its own adjudicator
adjudicator’’s decision on
the “true
true”” value of the application.

Notwithstanding the Court
Court’’s
unwillingness to allow the second
adjudication to “act as some sort of Trojan
Horse to avoid paying the sum stated as
due
due””, it seems unlikely that the Court
would not set
set--off the two adjudicator
adjudicator’’s
decisions against each other in such
circumstances.
Any ‘ smash and grab
grab’’ adjudication is
therefore now likely to face an immediate
(and more expensive) cross
cross--adjudication
on the “true
true”” value.
This article was written by Kyle Sethi, and
first appeared in Construction News. For
more information please get in touch via
kyle.sethi@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7438 2240.
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Timing is everything
A recent judgment looks at the age
age--old
question of when a cause of action accrues
– alter it at your peril.
You do some work for someone. When are
you entitled to be paid for it? Or, to phrase
the question more precisely: when does a
cause of action for payment accrue in the
eyes of the law? This was the very
question that recently came before the
courts in the case of ICE Architects Ltd vs
Empowering People Inspiring
Communities.

Central to the decision on appeal was the
impact of a letter from EPIC to ICE. In the
letter was a statement regarding invoicing:
‘‘‘‘You
You will invoice EPIC on a monthly basis
for work completed to date [[…
…] EPIC Ltd
will endeavour to make payment within 30
days of receipt (unless otherwise stated)
stated)’’’’..
Did these words mean that the limitation
period started to run 30 days after the
invoice? By such argument, ICE submitted
that it had just sneaked under the time bar
shutter, which on their case would have
slammed down on 23 May 2015.

ICE Architects Ltd ((‘‘ICE
ICE’’) provided
services for Empowering People Inspiring
Communities ((‘‘EPIC
EPIC’’). On 23 April 2009
ICE invoiced EPIC for a sum of £42,375 +
VAT (then 15%) for its services. The sum
was disputed and, following adjudication,
ICE was (on an unspecified date) awarded
£24,033.85. On 21 May 2015 ICE issued
proceedings claiming the balance of the
invoiced sum, namely £24,697.40. Quite
why it took so long for ICE to pursue this is
a mystery not solved by the case report.

The default position is that a party
providing services is entitled to be paid
once the work has been done and so the
cause of action accrues from that time.
However, cases such as Henry Boot
Construction Ltd vs Alstom Combined
Cycles Ltd [2005] show that parties can, if
they so wish, agree to displace the default
position and alter when time starts to run.
In Henry Boot, on the terms of the
contract, it was found that the
contractor
contractor’’s right to payment accrued
when an interim certificate was issued (or
should have been issued), not when the
work was done.

The length of time it had taken ICE to start
proceedings was not lost on EPIC. It
successfully argued that the claim was
time barred as proceedings had been
commenced more than six years after
ICE
ICE’’s cause of action had accrued, which
EPIC argued was when ICE had completed
its services. ICE appealed.

However, ‘‘‘‘clear
clear words
words’’’’ are needed to
displace the default position.
Unfortunately for ICE, no such words
existed, so ICE
ICE’’s claim was statute barred.
The cause of action had arisen on
completion of the services (not the issue
of the invoice) and ICE had therefore
commenced proceedings too late.
Aside from the trite observation that a
party should not wait six years before
pursuing its claim, the judgment looks at
the age
age--old question of when a cause of
action arises and, importantly, whether the
timing of this can be altered.
Does this analysis apply equally to a cause
of action in respect of a defect claim? This
is harder to assess.

The courts held in Oxford Architects
Partnership vs Cheltenham Ladies College
[2006] that, for defective workmanship in
the execution of a building contract, a
cause of action usually accrues from the
date of practical completion. The rationale
behind this is simple: it is only at the point
of practical completion that the
contractor
contractor’’s obligation to carry out the
works under a building contract can be
assessed as being defective.
In relation to professional services
contracts, it will depend on when the
consultant has a continuing duty to review
its design. In the case of University of
Glasgow vs William Whitfield [1989], it was
held that the architect
architect’’s duty to design
was a continuing one, which extended until
the building was completed. Thus the
cause of action could be deferred until the
project itself was completed, even though
the design had been completed some
time before.
However, consultants do not
automatically have an ongoing duty to
review their services. For example, in the
Cheltenham Ladies College case, the
court held there was no such continuing
duty so the cause of action accrued on the
date of the defective design. It also held
that in instances when an architect does
have a continuing duty, this can give rise to
separate causes of action – a cause of
action for a failure to provide a proper
design arises at a different time from a
cause of action for a failure to properly
review a design.
This article was written by Steven Carey,
and first published in Building. For more
information please get in touch via
steven.carey@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7427 1062.
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When all risks insurance
doesn't always cover all
risks
A case between Leeds Beckett University
and Travelers Insurance Company
provides a reminder that all
all--risks insurance
does not cover all eventualities.
All
All--risks insurance policies, despite the
name, are subject to specific exclusions.
These exclusions, coupled with
uncertainties surrounding the meaning of
policy provisions, can pose problems when
interpreting insurance policies.
Earlier this year, the TCC was faced with
such problems in the case of Leeds
Beckett University v Travelers Insurance
Company Ltd Citation: [2017] EWHC 558
(TCC).

Facts of the case
The university procured the design and
construction of a new accommodation
block in 1996. It was a difficult site to
develop, as it was next to the Leeds
Leeds-Liverpool canal and surveys had shown
numerous wells and springs and a
watercourse flowing into the canal.
In mid
mid--2011, the university took out an all
all-risks insurance policy for the property with
Travelers.
In December 2011, cracks appeared on
some internal walls and ceilings on the
eastern wall of the accommodation block.
It was found that an area of concrete
blockwork below ground level had turned
to “mush
mush””, resulting in the building having
no structural strength.
The university made a claim under its
insurance policy. However, Travelers
sought to deny cover by arguing that:
l

The relevant damage was not
“accidental
accidental”” and therefore not covered
by the policy.

l

It was covered by an exclusion clause
which excluded damage caused by,
among other things, “gradual
deterioration
deterioration”” and “faulty/defective
design
design””.

the exclusion clauses would apply. Gradual
deterioration could mean deterioration
caused by an external source – here, the
ground and the water that flowed against
the building. Further, to demonstrate
“faulty/defective design
design””, the insurer is not
required to prove negligence or blame,
only that the design was not fit for
purpose.

What it means
Although this case related to a property
all
all--risks policy, the court
court’’s decision is
helpful guidance should there be similar
questions regarding the meaning of
‘ accidental damage
damage’’ under a construction
all
all--risks policy.
It also illustrates the major gap in such
policies, namely that they do not cover
damage caused by defective design or
workmanship.
Employers and contractors should always
consider how best to protect themselves
against such situations. For example, a
contractor could hold professional
indemnity insurance to protect against
claims for defective design and an
employer could take out latent defects
insurance to cover losses caused by
certain types of defects.

The decision

However, parties should not assume their
insurance will cover all types of claims,
particularly their ‘ all
all--risks
risks’’ cover.

The TCC found that the policy did not
cover the damage suffered. The policy
covered accidental damage but that was
not the case in this situation. The damage
was inevitable from the outset considering
the design of the building in that
environment. Even if this was incorrect,

This article was written by Kyle Sethi, and
first appeared in Construction News. For
more information please get in touch via
kyle.sethi@crsblaw.com or
+44 (0)20 7438 2240.
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Who to contact
If you are interested in more information
on anything you have read in this
newsletter, please contact the relevant
author, your usual Charles Russell
Speechlys contact, or alternatively:

Our Construction, Projects and
Engineering lawyers operate in the
following offices:
London
5 Fleet Place
London
EC4M 7RD UK
T:+44 (0)20 7203 5000

David Savage
Partner, Editor
T: +44 (0)1483 252 614
david.savage@crsblaw.com

Cheltenham
Compass House
Lypiatt Road
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire
GL50 2QJ UK
T:+44 (0)1242 221122
Guildford
One London Square
Cross Lanes
Guildford
Surrey
GU1 1UN UK
T:+44 (0)1483 252525
Doha
Level 21, Burj Doha
West Bay
Qatar
T:+974 (0)4034 2036
Dubai
Office 1108, 11th Floor
Index Tower
DIFC
UAE
T:+971 4246 1900
Manama
Floor 24, East Tower, Bahrain World Trade
Centre
Isa Al Kabeer Avenue
PO Box 31249
Kingdom of Bahrain
T:+973 (0)17 133200
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